[The conformational dynamic of the tetramer hemoglobin molecule as revealed by hydrogen exchange. I. Influence pH, temperature and ligand binding].
The rate of the H-D exchange of the peptide NH atoms of the different forms of human Hb was studied at the range of pH 5-10 and temperature 10-63 degrees C by the IR spectroscopy. The pH-dependence of the H-D exchange rate is accordance with the EX2 mechanism. Two pH-dependent conformers of ligand forms of Hb existes at 10-30 degrees C with lower probability of local fluctuations of the alkaline conformer. The difference between two conformers vanishes at 40 degrees C with the appearance of the third conformer with higher probability of local fluctuations. The deoxyHb at 20 degrees C and pH range 6-9 has no pH-dependent conformers and the probability of local fluctuations is considerably reduced in comparison to the acid conformer of ligand Hb. Upon the destabilization of the ligand Hb structure by the pH decreasing to 5.0 at 20 degrees C or the temperature increasing up to 50-60 degrees C at pH 7.1 the global fluctuations of the native structure are intensified providing the H-D exchange of the slowest exchanging NH atoms. The nature of the local and global fluctuations and possible similarity between the two pH-dependent conformers of ligand Hb and its functional R and R2 states revealed by the X-ray analysis and NMR spectroscopy were discussed.